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A generalization of ranked alphabets, many-sorted alphabets, is studied. The  concepts 
of finite automaton, regular, recognizable, equational, and context free languages are 
generalized to sets over these new alphabets. It is shown that the derivation trees of a 
context free set are always characterized by some recognizable set over a related many-  
sorted alphabet. Previous theory is drawn as a special case of these results and new 
results are advanced. A number  of suggestions about language theory are made. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a report arising directly out of a process of generalization which began 
with the algebraic approach to conventional formal language and automata theory 
taken by Biichi and Wright. It was continued, independently, in [6] and [21], by 
generalizing the concepts of the conventional theory to the so-called generalized 
theory: that is, generalizing from the study of string languages to the study of term 
languages. Term languages were defined to be the subsets of the carrier of the word 
algebra on a finite operator domain (variously ranked alphabet, stratified alphabet). 
It was shown that the "derivation trees" of context free sets of strings could be 
characterized asrecognizable sets over the appropriate operator domain (see [4] and 
[19]). The natural question to ask at this point was: Can the concept of context free set 
be generalized from the conventional string ease to define context free sets of terms 
over a finite operator domain ?This question can be answered in the affirmative (as has 
in fact already been done independently in [17] and (18]). Can we find a class of sets 
of terms to characterize the derivation trees of indexed sets of strings ? The answer is 
again in the affirmative and, in fact, this class of sets of terms turns out to be the class 
of context free sets of terms. 
The next question we asked turned out to be the most important in its consequences: 
Can we characterize the "derivation trees" of context free sets of terms by means of 
recognizable s ts in a, perhaps, more complicated operator domain ?This seemed the 
natural question to ask at this point in view of the way the original step from the 
conventional to the generalized case was made. 
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Again, the answer is in the affirmative but involved us in the generalization of
formal language and automata theory concepts to the case of subsets of the carrier of 
the word algebra over a "many-sorted" alphabet. Many-sorted algebras are simple 
extensions of the usual notion of algebras where instead of having one set as the 
carrier of the algebra nd operations on that set, a many-sorted algebra has several sets 
(of different "sorts") and operations on them. A simple example is the arithmetic 
operations in ALGOL which are only defined for certain "sorts" of numbers (as "+" 
which is defined if the operands are both complex numbers and gives a complex 
number as a result; or if one operand is an integer while the other is real and gives 
a real as a result, etc.). One may well ask at this point whether this added generality 
is really worthwhile ? We believe it is for the following reasons. (a) It allows us to make 
the characterization discussed above. (b) It seems a "fixed point" in the process of 
generalization i the sense that, in order to characterize the "derivation trees" of 
context free sets over a many-sorted operator domain (once this has been defined), 
it is not necessary to generalize again to a concept more complicated than "many- 
sortedness". (c) "Many-sortedness" eems to be a concept which is often used in 
computer science (as in the example above, the use and manipulation of different types 
of data structures, etc.). 
We will refer to our approach, as opposed to the conventional nd generalized cases 
enumerated above, as the "many-sorted case." The former two will be drawn as 
special cases of the latter. We begin by introducing the concept of many-sorted algebra 
in Section 1. In Section 2, the notion of semi-Thue relation and system is defined for 
the many-sorted case. (A different formulation is suggested for the generalized case 
at the end of (19)). Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to the study in the many-sorted 
case of the concepts of finite automata nd recognizable s ts, regular grammars (drawn 
as special cases of semi-Thue systems) and the sets definable by these, regular sets, 
and equational sets, respectively. Section 6 ends with an equivalence theorem con- 
cerning the four classes of languages described above. Section 7 studies the concept 
of context free set (again drawn as a special example of semi-Thue systems) in the 
many-sorted case. Sections 8 and 9 are the main part of our paper: They contain our 
"Fundamental Theorem" which characterizes the derivation trees of a context free 
set by a recognizable set in the appropriate alphabet. Sections 10 and 11 contain a 
discussion of some of the consequences of the Fundamental Theorem. We conclude 
with some general remarks in Section 12. 
1. MANY-SoRTED ALGEBRAS 
We introduce here an important generalization f the concept of algebra. These are 
a certain class of partial algebras which have properties very similar to total algebras. 
Equivalent formulations have appeared under the names of "heterogeneous algebras" 
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(see [3]) and "algebras with a scheme of operators" (see [13]). The present formulation 
arose out of discussions with J. W. Thatcher. 
Let I be any set, called the set of sorts. A pair (w, i) c I* • I is called a "type." 
An "l-sorted alphabet" or "l-sorted operator domain" consists of an indexed family 
of sets 27 = {Z<w.i>}<~.i>~.• Z<~.i > is the set of symbols of type (w, i) and i f fe  Z(w.i > 
then we say that f has "type" (w, i), "sort" i, "arity" w, and "rank" l(w) (where l(w) 
is the length of the string w). A symbol of type (A, i) is called an "individual (or 
"constant") symbol" of type i. We will abuse our notation and often use 27 to be 
(J(w.i>~z*• Z<w.i> 9 It will be obvious when this is the use we mean. 
A Z-algebra A is an indexed family of sets {A,}~r, called the "carrier" of A, and an 
A w indexed set of assignments Z<~.i> --* Ai  , one for each (w, i )  ~ I* • I. We denote the 
image off  E 27 under one of these assignments byfA, except where the notationf can be 
used unambiguously. This is quite common practice in algebra and should not 
introduce any confusion. 
Thus fA: Aw----~ Ai where f ff Z<vo.i> and A'~ = A~o • "" • Au._x for w= 
w o "" w._ 1 . Ai is called the "carrier of A of sort i." Thus individual symbols of type 
(A, i) "pick out" elements of the carrier of A of sort i. Let -ff = (Ji~z Ai. 
EXAMPLE 1. LetI  = {S, A, ~}. S is the sort "states," d is the sort "input symbols," 
and Q is the sort "output symbols." Let A ~- {Ai}i~ 1 be a family of nonvoid sets such 
that An (the set of output symbols) is finite. We have S<s~,s> = {~} and Z<s~.n> ----- {~:} 
while all other S<w.i> = r We assign to 8 the change of state operation 8A of M and to 
the output function ~:A of M, where, of course, M is a sequential machine with states 
S, input symbols A, output symbols Q, change of state operation ~n and output 
function ~.  
Analogously, we can describe a finite automaton as a Z'-algebra B, with sorting set 
I '  = {S, A}, where B s is a finite set of states and B~ is a finite input alphabet. Z
consists of the set Z<s~.s> = {M}, called the next state function, and the set Z<a,s >= 
{qo} called the initial state of B. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let C be any abstract category and I Cl the objects of C. Then 
I = [ C I • I C I, Z<a.(n,B)> = {EB} for each (B, B) E/, and Z((n.C)(C.D)(B.,) >= 
{O<B.C.O>} for all (B, C), (C, D) EL For each (B, C) EL let A(B,c) = ~r(B, C) be the set 
of morphisms from A to B. For each individual symbol CB ~ Z(a.(~.B)>, let (r be the 
unique identity element of ,r(B, B). That is, (eB) A is a constant in A(B,B) 9 For each 
operation symbol O<B.C,m ~ Z<(B.c)(c.n).(n.o)>, let (O<mc.o>)A be the composition of 
morphisms from n(B, C) and ~(C, D). The axioms for a category can then be stated as 
identities in this S-algebra. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let ~2 be a ranked alphabet (see [4, 21, etc.]). Let I = {1}. To each 
f~ 12n (an operator of rank n) assign the type (1 ""__ 1, 1). 
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This is a many-sorted alphabet sorted by a single element. The operations assigned 
to eachf~/2  will be defined everywhere on this one sort. Thus ranked alphabets and 
total algebras are special cases of many-sorted alphabets and many-sorted algebras, 
respectively. 
We note that, as in Example 3, the concept of total algebra is a special case of the 
concept of a many-sorted algebra. Thus all that we say about properties of the latter 
are also properties of the former. 
As indicated at the beginning of this section, the conventional ideas about algebras 
extend in a natural way to many-sorted algebras. Let A and B be many-sorted 
Z-algebras. A homomorphism ~: A --+ B is an indexed set of functions {~i} ie !  such 
that for any fe  Z<w.i > , fa ~ (~w o • "'" • ~,o,,_ 1) = ~i ~ f A . Homomorphisms which are 
injective, surjective, or bijective are called monomorphisms, epimorphisms, and 
isomorphisms, respectively. 
A congruence on A is an indexed family q ={qi}i~I of equivalence relations, qi defined 
on Ai for each i ~/ ,  such that i f f~  Z<w,i > and aj, b~ ~ Aw~ then the following substitution 
property holds: ajqwb~ for j  = 0,..., n - -  1 implies fa(a o ,..., an_l)qifa(bo .... , bn_l). 
The direct product A • B of A and B is the algebra with carrier {Ai • Bi}i~l and 
operations fAxa defined componentwise as (fA, fs). 
Let X = {Xi}i~ I be any indexed family of sets. Then Wz(X) = {Wz(X)i}i~,, the 
family of sets of words or terms on the operator symbols Z' and generators X is the 
smallest family of sets satisfying: 
(0) Each X, C_ Wz(X), and each Z(;t,i) C Wz(X)i; 
(1) For each f~  ~(w, i )  , W : W 0 "'" Wn_l, n > O, and an n-tuple (t o ,..., tn_l) 
Wr(X) w, fto "" t~_ a is in W~(X),.  
I f  each X i = ~ then we denote the set Ws({~}i~/) by Ws.  We can make Wz(X) into 
a Z-algebra by defining the assignment of operations for f~  S<w.i> as follows. 
frvz(x)(to ,..., tn_l) : -yto"" tn_ 1 for (t o ,..., tn_l) e Wz(X) w. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let I = {0, l}, Q<a.0> = {h}, ~2<a.1 > = {a, b}, /2<,0.0> ---- {*}, and 
/2<11,1> = {+}. Let X 1 = {x} and X 0 = 4. Then we may describe the set W~(X)o as 
terms of the form A, *ah, *bh, *xh, * + aah, * + axA, etc. (generally terms of sort 0 
are of the form * + ( )*()). Elements of W~(X)I are of the form a, b, x, + aa, + bb, 
+ ab, + ba, + ax, + xa, + bx, + xb, + + aa + aa, etc. (generally terms of sort 1 
are of the form + + ( ) + ()). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 2: be a many-sorted alphabet and let w ~ I*. Consider the set 
X w = {%,% ,..., Xn_x.w~_1}, where w ---- w o ... Wn_ 1 . We say Xw is indexed by w e l * .  
As an/ -sorted alphabet (Xw)i ---- {%,i ]j < n} for each i e I. Thus, our definition of 
word algebra with a family of generators applies and we can easily find Ws({(Xw)i}i~1). 
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We will denote this algebra by Wz(X,o). A term in Wz(X~)i will be said to be of type 
<w, i) (for reasons to be explained later). 
Let J c I* and let Xs = {X~)w~j. Again we can easily make Xj  into a family of 
generators sorted by i and define the algebra Wz(Xj) as above. These two algebras will 
play a very important role in our later development. 
We state the following important consequence of the above definitions without proof 
(the proof is exactly analogous to that for total algebras). 
BASIS THEOREM. Let A be any Z-algebra, X any family of generators, andg~ = {9~i)i~t 
any indexed family of assignments (~i: Xi --+ A i ,  for each i E L Then $ extends in a unique 
way to a homomorphism ~: Wz(X) ~ A. In particular, if Wz(X) = Wz , then there is 
a unique homomorphismfrom Wz to A. 
Next, we briefly introduce the concept of a 27-structure: Let 27 be a many-sorted 
alphabet. A "many-sorted 27-structure" R is an indexed family of sets (Ri)i~ I and an 
indexed set of assignments 27<w.i> ~ Rw • Ri,  one for each <w, i> 6 I* • L We call 
eachf E Z<w.i> a"predicate symbol" and the correspondingfR C_ R w • Ri a"predicate." 
If (r0 ,..., r,_~, r,) ~fR then (r 0 ,..., r~_l, r~) is said to hold in R. 
Finally, we introduce the concept of a raised algebra: Let R be a 27-structure. 
Denote by B(R) the indexed family of sets {2e,)~i. Then, given (S O ,..., Sn_x) ~ B(R) ~, 
f627<w.o and l (w)=n,  define fs(R)(So .... ,S~_1) =S~6B(R) i  if and only if 
S n ---- {a n [ qa o ,..., 3a~_ 1(a o ,..., an) 6fR and a: ~ Rj for 0 < j < n). 
We call B(R) the raised algebra of R. Since many-sorted algebras are special cases 
of many-sorted structures, the concept of raised algebra lso applies to them. 
2.  SEMI-THuE SYSTEMS ON MANY-SORTED ALPHABETS 
Let 27 be a string alphabet and X any set of variables. A semi-Thue relation (or 
production) on Z is a pair p = (xuy, xvy) e ((Z W (x, y}),)2 where u, v ~ X* and 
x ,y~X.  We define the relation =>~ on Z* as follows for w, w' eX*: w :~v w' if and 
u y W v :c y only if there exist wl, % ~ Z* such that w = Subwvw~(xuy ) and = Subwvw~(Xvy ), 
where .q,,h ~o'''~--a (w~ is defined as follows for wj 6 Z*, xj ~ X (0 ~ j  ~ n -- 1) and 
- - - - - -WO, , ,Wn_ I , ,  i 
u ~ (27 w {x0 .... , x . _~})* :  
( i )  Sub  T M  (Xi) ~--- W i for 0 ~< i ~< n - -  1" 
Wo. 9 .Wn~l  
( i i )  Sub  ~~ (a)  : a fo r  a ~ X;  
"~C 0 ' 9 9 U3n__ 1 
(iii) Sub x~ ...... 1 (v )  = Sub x~ (v0) "'" ~ub x~ :v  ~ fo r  v ---- v o "-  v , . _  1 
Wo,..Wn_lx I WO...Wn_I ~ WO. . .Wn_ I  ~, m- - l ]  
57II8]3-Io 
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w' is called the "consequence" of the word w with respect o the production p. w is 
said to "directly derive" w'. 
It  is obvious that, in the case of strings, we can drop the variables x, y in the above 
production p and write p = (u, v) (or more commonly u --> v) without ambiguity. 
This convention has been used in most papers on language theory and has, I believe, 
obscured some basic facts and delayed the possibility of generalization of this concept 
to terms. As we will exhibit the string systems as special cases of the more general 
semi-Thue systems on many-sorted alphabets, we omit any further development of 
the former here (the interested reader is referred to [11, 14]). 
Unless otherwise stated, we henceforth assume that 27 is a finite many-sorted 
alphabet sorted by a finite set I. Recalling the definition of the set of variables X,o 
(see Example 5), we define the operation of "substitution" (informally written as 
t[to ,..., tn-1]), 
Sub W (Xw) • W (Xo) 
~0"" ~'s- -1 " 
for {x o .... , x,-x} = Xw,  (to ,..., t,-1) 9 W~z(Xv) ~, as follows. 
(i) Sub~~ = t~ for 0 ~< j ~< n - -  1; 
(ii) ~o'"~.-1 for a 9 some i e I; Sub  ..% (a) = a 27<a.i> 
0 --1 
(iii) ~o...~, 1 . . . . . . .  Sub o... ,~ ( fto ... t~,_l) = f(Sub~~ Sub~~ 
for f  9  27<,.,> , (to', .... t ' - l )  9 W~(X~) ~. 
A semi-Thue relation (or production) on terms (over the many-sorted alphabet 27) 
is a pair p : (z[s], z[s']) (usually written z[s] --~ z[s']) where: 
(i) s, s' 9 Wz(Xw) i ,  some i 9 I, some Xw, and no more elements of Xw appear 
in s' than in s (although the variables that do appear in s can be omitted or 
repeated in s'); 
(ii) z is a variable which ranges over the set I~z(Y) for Yi : { Y} and Y~ --  ~, 
j  9  and j ve i. 
It  should be obvious that this is a generalization of the string case. 
We define the relation =~ on l~zz as follows, for t, t' 9 (W~)i, some i  9  
t ~ t' if and only if there exists [  9  l~rz(Y), Y as described above, and 
(t o .... , tn_l) 9 (W~) w such that i[s[t 0 ,..., tn_l] ] : t and t[s'[t 0.... , tn_l] ] = t'. 
t' is called the consequence of the term t with respect o the production p. It  is obvious 
that we can drop the variable z (but not any of the X~ in s or s') in the above definition, 
without ambiguity, and this is the procedure that will be followed in the future. We 
will use the informal notation s(x o .... , xn_a) to indicate that at most {x 0 ,..., Xn_l} 
appear as variables in s. 
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A semi-Thue grammar (or system) is a 4-tuple G = (32, X, P, Z> where: 
(i) X is a finite, many-sorted alphabet sorted by I; 
(ii) 32 C X is a distinguished subset called the "terminal alphabet" (which is 
also many-sorted and sorted by I). We call N = X -- 32 the "nonterminal 
alphabet"; 
(iii) P is a finite set of semi-Thue relations; 
(iv) Z is the axiom. 
(Note that we have adopted the convention of replacing a set of axioms with a single 
axiom.) 
Define the relation :>o on l~x as follows, for t, t' e (Wx)i : t =~o t' if and only if 
there is somep e P such that t ~ ,  t'. Let go  be the reflexive, transitive closure of :~o 9 
The relation *~o is called derivation. The language generated by the grammar 
G = <32, X, P, Z)  is the set L(G) = {t e l~x I Z ~o t}. 
EXAMPLE 6(a). Let Q be the alphabet of Example 4. Let G =- (32, X, P, Z)  where: 
(i) N<~.0 >= {Z, E} and N<a.x> = {A, B, C, D, F, G}; 
(ii) P = {Z --+ A, Z --* *FE, Z ~ *GE, C --* +AD,  C ~ +AB,  D ~ +CB,  
E --+ A, F ---~ + A B , G -+ + A D , A --* a, B -+ b } . 
Then examples of the relation :~o are Z :~O A, *FE :~G *FA, etc., while examples of 
the relation *~o are Z *~o A, *FE ~o *+ abA, etc. L(G) is obviously the set 
{A, * + abA, * + a ++ abbA, * + a ++ a ++ abbbA, etc.}.Wecallgrammars of this 
form, where N<w.o -- ~b for w :~ A, "regular grammars." 
EXAMPLE 6(b). Let G' = (~2', X', P', Z ' )  where: 
(i) I '  = (0, I), ~'<a.o> = {'~), 32'<a.a> = (a, b, c), 32~.1> ~- (f},  32'<ao.o> = {h), 
and ~'<m.l> ----- {g}; 
(ii) N~a.o > = {Z') and N~m.~ >= (F'}; 
(iii) P'  := {Z' -~ h(F'abc, 20; Z' ~ A; F'(x, y, z) --,. F ' ( f (a,  x), f(b, y), f(c, z)); 
F'(x, y, z) ~ gxyz}. 
Examples of the relation ~ c' are Z' ~ o' hF'abc,~, F 'xyz ==:,o. F'faxfbyfcz, etc. Examples 
of the relation *~o' are Z' *~o' hF'abcA, Z'  ~o" hF'faafbbfcc)~, etc. L(G) is the set 
{A, hgabcA, hgfaafbbfcc,~, hgfafaafbfbbfcfccA, etc.). We call grammars of this form 
context free grammars. 
EXAMPLE 7. Let 32 be a string alphabet. Denote by R(32) the ranked alphabet with 
R(32)o = {A} and R(12)x = 32. (Thus R(32) is a many-sorted alphabet, as in Example 3). 
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There then exists a 1-1 correspondence, denoted by ~n between strings over/2 and 
terms over WR(n) 9 This is defined as follows. 
(i) Cn(A) ---- A; 
(ii) ~n(w) = wA for w ~ ~2+. 
We call elements of U We(n) "monadic (or unary) terms." 
Now let G = (52, Z, P, Z)  be a regular grammar over the string alphabet ~2. We 
obtain a regular grammar G' = (R(~2), Z', P', Z')  as follows from G. 
(i) Let N 0' = N and Nn' = r for n > 0 (remember that we are using ranked 
alphabets); 
(ii) P'  is obtained from P by 
(a) Replacing A -+ a in P by A -* aA in P'; 
(b) Replacing A --,- aB in P by A -,. aB in P'; 
(c) Replacing Z ~ A in P by Z --+ ?, in P'. 
This is obviously easily convertable to a regular term grammar (by replacing each 
production of the form A --~ aA by two regular productions with the same effect). 
Also, r = L(G'). 
If G ---- (f2, 27, P, Z)  is a context free string grammar in Chomsky normal form, we 
obtain the context free term grammar G' ~ (R(Q), Z', P', Z') as follows. 
(i) For each A e N, A :~ Z, let A' e N 1' and let Z' e No'; 
(ii) P' is obtained from P as follows. 
(a) Replace Z--+ AB in P by Z' -+ A'(B'(A)) in P'; 
(b) Replace Z --~ a in P by Z' --~ a(A) in P'. 
(c) Replace Z ~ h in P by Z' ~ A in P'; 
(d) Replace A --~ BC, A C = Z, in P by A'(x) -+ B'(C'(x)) in e'; 
(e) Replace A -+ a, A :/: Z, in P by A'(x) -+ a(x) in P'. 
Then it is obvious that Cn(L(G)) -~ L(G'). 
Thus the conventional case is a special example of the many-sorted case. 
3. FINITE AUTOMATA AND RECOGNIZABLE SETS 
Let Z be a many-sorted alphabet. A "(deterministic) finite automaton" is a Z-algebra 
A with each A s of finite cardinality. We call A = ~)i~t As the set of states of A. Each 
aA, a ~ Z<a,o, is called an initial state and each fA, fe  Z<w,i>, l(w) 4= 0 is called the 
(direct) transition function for the input symbol f. The set of possible input symbols 
to the automaton A is 27 and the set of possible input terms is Wz -~ 0~ (Wz)i. 
There exists a unique (natural) homomorphism ~/~: Wz--* A (by the Basis Theorem). 
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The "behavior" of A with respect o a set of "final states" Ai F C A i ,  some i~ I  is 
defined as the set bhA(Ai F) = {t i t  E (Wz)i and ~iA(t) ~ Air}. 
A "nondeterministic f nite automaton" is a Z-structure R in which each Ri is of 
finite cardinality. Each aR, a EZo. i>, is a set of "initial states;" fR , f~Z<w.i>, 
l(w) ~ O, is the "transition relation" for the input symbol f. The behavior of R with 
respect o a set of final states Ri r, some i ~/, is the set bhR(Ri F) = {t i t  ~ (Wz)i and 
i k ]  
A set U C_ (Wz) i ,  some i ~/, is recognizable if and only if there exists a Z-automaton 
A (deterministic or nondeterministic) and a set of final states Ai F C A i such that 
bha(Ai F) : U. (Note that this definition restricts recognizable sets to subsets of a 
fixed (but arbitrary) sort). 
We state the following theorems without proof (as the proofs are simple generaliza- 
tions of the corresponding proofs in the conventional orgeneralized case). 
THEOREM l. U C_ (Wx)i , some i ~ L is recognizable by a deterministic X-automaton 
if and only if U is recognizable by a nondeterministic X-automaton. 
THEOREM 2. U C _ (Wz) i ,  some i ~ I, is recognizable if and only if U is the union of 
classes of a finite congruence over Wz .  (A congruence q is, of course, finite, if each qi has 
a finite number of congruence classes). 
Define U i, some i ~ I, to be the (partial) operation of union defined if and only if 
both operands are sets of sort i. We will often omit the 'T '  from U i for convenience, 
without causing ambiguity. We define the partial operation of intersection, 0 i ,  
similarly. 
THEOREM 3. I f  U, V C_ (Wz)~ , some i ~ L are recognizable, then so are U u V, 
U n V and (Wz)i -- U. 
One of the basic tasks of automata theory is to prove the decidability or otherwise of 
(i.e., prove the existence or nonexistence of effective procedures to solve) certain 
questions about the languages accepted by such automata. The remainder of this 
section will be devoted to showing the decidability or otherwise of three such questions. 
We begin by generalizing the concept of "length of string." The obvious analogy for 
terms is "depth of a term" and it is defined recursively by: 
(i) d(a) = 1 for a ~ X<a,i> , some i~ I ;  
(ii) d(ft o ... t,_a) = max0<:<,_ l{d(tj)} + 1 forfE X<w.i> and (t o ,..., t,_l)e (Wz) ~. 
LEMMA 1. I f  ~1 iS a X-automaton and tl , t z ~ (Wz)j; t, t' E (Wz)~ are terms such that 
t' is obtained from t by replacing an occurrence of t 2 by t 1 and if ~iA(tx) :- ~TiA(tx), then 
= 
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Proof. Exactly analogous to that in [21]. 
COROLLARY. Given incomparable occurrences of subterms t o ,..., t~ of a term t ~ (Wz)~ ,
t k ~ (W:)ik for 0 ~ h <~ s, i f  t' results from replacing t~ by t~' E (Wz)i~ and if ~TA(tk) = 
71~(tk') for 0 ~ k <~ s, then ~l,~(t) = ~liA(t'). 
Proof. s + 1 applications of the theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A is a Z-automaton and the cardinality of A is n (i.e., A has n 
states). Given t E (Wx)i such that 7hA(t) =- a ~ Ai , then there exists a term t' E (Wr)i 
such that d(t') <~ n and 7ha(t') = a. 
Proof. If  d(t) <~ n, we are done. Suppose d(t) > n. Then there exists t ~= 
t o > t 1 > ... > td(t) such that td(t)E Z<a,i ) some j E I. The corresponding sequence 
A t a t a ~q,)(tdtt) ) must of states ~i0(0), Tq( a),..., contain a repetition, say i~ := it for k < l. 
t A Then, if we replace t~ by t~ to obtain t ,  ~q(t) = ,T{o(t'). I f d(t') ~ n then we are done. 
I f  d(t') > n, then we repeat his process as often as is necessary. It is obvious that this 
procedure terminates. 
Remark. The above lemma corresponds to the well known theorem of conventional 
automata theory which states that if an automaton accepts some string wxw2w a and 
it is in the same state s after processing w x as after processing wxw 2 , then w 2 can be 
replaced by any string w such that the automaton, starting in state s, ends in state s 
after processing w and the automaton will accept wxww 3 . In particular, the automaton 
will accept wxw2~w3 for all i >/0. 
We are now ready to state the promised result. 
THEOREM 4. Given S-automata A and B, there exist effective procedures for 
answering the following questions. 
(i) For some Ai r C_ Ai , some i ~ I, does bhA(Ai F) := ~ ? 
(ii) For some Ai F C_ Ai  , some i ~ I, is bhA(Ai F) of infinite cardinality ?
(iii) For some choice of final states, Ai r C_ A i and Bir C_ Bi , some i E I, are A and B 
equivalent (i.e., do they recognize the same sets) ? 
Proof. Let n be the eardinality of.4. 
(i) By Lemma 2, if A accepts any term, then it accepts a term of depth ~ n. 
Thus test all terms in (Wr)i of depth ~ n (there are a finite number). 
(ii) It is easy to show that bhA(A~ r) is infinite if and only if A accepts a term t such 
that n < d(t) ~ 2n. (This corresponds, in fact, to the theorem of conventional finite 
automata theory called the "uvw theorem"). The procedure is then to test the finite 
set of terms of depth d such that n < d ~ 2n. 
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(iii) (bhA(A, v) n ((Wz), - bhs(B,V))) u (((Wx), -- bhA(A,F)) n bhn(B,V)) is bhc(C~ v) 
for some 27-automaton C and set of final states Ci F C_ Ci. Obviously, bhc(Ct ~) :/= 
if and only if bhA(Ai v) :/= bhs(Bi r) and so (i) gives us the required algorithm. 
4. REGULAR GRAMMARS 
As noted in Section 2, regular grammars are special cases of Semi-Thue systems. 
Here we examine their properties and, naturally enough, find them to be analogous to 
corresponding notions of conventional nd generalized formal language theory (see 
[14, 4]). We can state immediately the following important heorem. 
THEOREM 5. Given a regular grammar G = (s 27, P, Z),  Z E 27<a,i>, one can 
effectively find an ~2-automaton A such that L(G) = bhA(Ai v) for some Ai r C A i and 
conversely. 
Proof. A will be a nondeterministic automaton. Let A i = {X' IX  E N<a,i>} for 
each i E L The relations of A will be as follows. 
(i) If  X --* a is in P, a E 12<a.j>, somej  E/,  then X'  E aA; 
(ii) I f  X-* fX  o ""X~_ 1 is in P, fE~2<w.j >, XEN<a.j), XkEN(a.%> for 
0 ~< k ~< n -- 1, then (Xo', . . . .  Xtn_l, Xt) EfA. 
The set of final states is (Z'} = Ai F. It is obvious that this automaton will do. 
Conversely, let A be a deterministic automaton and suppose, without loss of general- 
ity, that A has a single final state. We obtain G ---- (~2, 27, P, Z)  as follows. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
will do. 
Let N<ad> = {X' I X e A~} for each j e I. Then 27 = ~2 w N; 
P = {X' --~ a [ wA(a) = X and a e ~2<~.~>} u {X' --+fX o . . . .  Xn_  1 [ fe  E2<w,~'>, 
XEAj ,XkEA%forO ~k ~n- -  1, andfA(X o .... ,Xn -0  =X};  
Z ---- X /where  Xv is the final state of A. It is obvious that this grammar 
EXAMPLE 8. 
(i) Let 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Consider the following nondeterministic finite ~2-automaton R:
~2 be the alphabet of Example 4; 
M o = {Z, E} and M 1 = {A, B, C, D, F, G}; 
(A, D, C), (C, B, D), (A, B, C), (A, B, F), (A, D, G) e +R and (F, E, Z), 
(G, E, R) e *R; 
the set of initial states is aR -= {A}, b R = {B} in M 1 and ~t R = {Z, E} in 3/o; 
the set of final states is {Z} _C M o . 
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Then R obviously recognizes the set L(G) generated by the grammar G of Example 
6(a) and was obtained by use of the procedure in Theorem 5. 
We now wish to study the operation of "change of symbols" on recognizable sets. 
That is, we wish to look at maps between many-sorted alphabets which preserve 
types and their effect on recognizable sets. Let ~2 and A be two many-sorted alphabets 
sorted by I. Consider a map H: /2  --~ A (which is actually an indexed family of maps 
H<w.i>: g2<w.i> --+ A(w.i>). H can be extended in a natural way to a map/7:  W~ ~ W~ 
as follows. 
(i) For a E g2<a,i> ,/7i(a) = H<a,i>(a); 
(ii) For fe  ~2(w.i > and (t o .... , tn_l) E (Wo) w,iTi(fto' ' '  tn_x) = 1-[(w,i)(f)/~wo(to) "'" 
/Twn_l(tn-X) 9 
Define, for U C_ (Wa) i , /7 (U)  = (H(t) I t E U}. The mapping/"/is called a projection, 
and 17 -1 is called an inverse projection. We then have the following. 
THEOREM 6. I f  U, V are recognizable subsets of (Wa) i and (Wj) i  , respectively, for 
some i e I, and H is a projection of Wo into W,~ , then/7(U) and H- I (V)  are recognizable 
subsets of (W~)i and (Wo)i ,  respectively. 
Proof. Let G = (/2, Z', P, Z )  be a grammar for U. Define G' = (A, Z', P',  Z ' )  
as follows. 
(i) U '  = N;  
(ii) P '  = {A ---~ l'i(w.i>(f ) A o .." A ,_  1 ] f ~g2<w.i >and A---~ fA  o -.. An_ l i s inP};  
(iii) Z' = Z. 
Obviously/7(U) = L(G'). 
Let G = (A, Z', P, Z )  be a grammar for V. Define G' = (Y2, 27, P', Z ' )  as follows. 
(i) N '  = N;  
(ii) P '  = {A -+fA  o ... A ._  1 [ f~ ~(w,i> and A -+ H(w.~>(f) A o --- A._ 1 is in P}; 
(iii) Z'  = Z. 
This works because/-/-l(g) is finite for each g ~ A. Obviously L(G') =/7-1(V) .  
5. REGULAR SETS 
We begin by generalizing the concepts of concatenation, complex product, and 
Kleene closure from the conventional case to the many-sorted case. Let t 1 , t 2 ~ lTvz(X), 
a ~ Z'(a,i > , some i ~I,  and define the (partial) operation t1 "a t~ of a-substitution as 
follows: t 1 "a t2 = Sub~2(tl). We note that this operation is undefined if t~ E Wz(X)~ 
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and i @ j. This operation generalizes concatenation. Given A, B __C I?Vx(X), a ~ l<a,i > , 
the "a-complex product" of two languages A and B is the set A "a B = {t 6 l~z(X) ] t 
is the result of substituting an element of B for an occurrence of a in an element of A, 
not necessarily substituting the same element of B for distinct occurrences ofa}. This 
operation is partial and is defined only for B C_ Wr(X) i .  A "~ ~ is the set of all terms 
in A which did not have an occurrence of a. The "a-Kleene closure" of a language A
~o V ~ for m ~ 0}. Note is the set A*a  ~ {(Jn=o Vn [ V~ = {a} and V m+l = V m I,..1 A "a 
that this partial operation is only defined if a ~ l(~.i> and A C (Wz) i ,  some i ~I. For 
further clarification, the reader is referred to [21]. 
THEOREM 7. I f  U, V are recognizable sets over the alphabet ~2, then so are U "a V 
and U*% i f  they are defined, for a E O<a.i> , some i ~ L 
Proof. Let G 1 = (Q, ~'1, p1, Z 1) and G ~ = (~2, s 2, p2, Z 2) be grammars for U, V 
respectively. Assume, without loss of generality, that N 1 n N2~-4.  Let G 
(12, 2, P, Z)  be defincd as follows. 
(i) N=N lwN~; 
(ii) Let Q c p1 such that Q = {A ~ a ] A e NI}. Then P = p2 t3 (p1 _ Q) u 
{A ~ t I A --~ a is in Q and Z 2 ~ t e p2}; 
(iii) Z = Z 1. 
G is obviously a regular grammar and generates U . ,  V. The proof for the second 
ease is similar. 
One of the most important concepts in conventional utomata theory is that of 
the regular set. Given a string alphabet I ,  the class of regular sets of strings is defined 
as the least class of subsets of S* which contains the finite subsets and is closed under 
the operations of union, complex product, and Kleene-closure. A very important 
property of this class of sets is that it is the same as the class of recognizable s ts over X. 
We wish, again, to generalize the concept "regular" to term languages over a many- 
sorted alphabet and prove an analogous equivalence theorem. 
Unfortunately, the concept of regular does not generalize "regularly." Let 27 be a 
many-sorted alphabet. We proceed to define the class of "/-regular" subsets of lYgr 
as the least class of subsets of ICVs which contains the finite subsets of each sort and is 
dosed under the operations of U i, a-complex product, and a-Kleene closure, for each 
a ~ N<a.i > , i ~ L U C (Wr) i ,  some i E I, is said to be "regular" if there exists a many- 
sorted alphabet X' such that X<w,i> = X~w.~> for l(w) > O, X(a,i ) C. X(a.i ) for each 
i ~/, and U is X'-regular. For further clarification (in the generalized case) we refer the 
reader to [21]. Our promised theorem now reads: 
THEOREM 8. A set U C (Wz)i, some i ~ I, is regular i f  and only i f  it is recognizable. 
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Proof. It is easy to obtain a regular grammar for any finite subset of (Wz)i .  Thus 
all finite subsets are recognizable. Thus if U is a regular set, then the recognizability 
of U follows from Theorems 3 and 7. 
For the proof of the converse, we leave the interested reader to generalize the proof 
in [21] to the many-sorted case. 
6. EQUATIONAL SETS 
In this section we briefly define the concept of equational sets and state, without 
proof, a few important theorems. The interested reader is referred to [16] (to obtain 
his own generalization). 
Let 2~ be a many-sorted alphabet and E a set of terms, E C Wr(X) i ,  some i 6 L 
Suppose I is ordered and so are the Xi ,  each i ~ L Then any set Y of variables, 
Y C ~)ia X i ,  inherits an ordering from I and the X i in a natural way. A system of 
equations go is a finite sequence of expressions ofthe form xj = E~ for 0 ~ j ~ m -- 1, 
where the x~ are distinct variables (called the left-hand side of the equation x~. ~- Ej) 
and the E~ C_ Wz(X)i~, for xj ~ Xi~, are sets of terms (called the right-hand side of the 
corresponding equation). Let ~,~ be the ordered set of variables of go, ordered by the 
ordering inherited from I and the X i . Associate with each i e I the nonnegative 
integer m~, where m i is the number of equations in go with variables of sort i on the 
left-hand side of the equation. Let m ---- {mt}i~l. We change notation and reindex our 
equations as follows. For each i ~ I, the ordered set of sets of terms of that sort are 
enumerated by Eid ~ ,..., Ei,s,~_t, where {XJo .... , x3,,,_1 } is the ordered set of variables 
of sort i in ~v'g. We then say that we have a system of m = {mi}i~ I equations over the 
many-sorted alphabet 27. 
Given any such system of equations go and a X-algebra .4, it can be demonstrated 
that the least fixed point solution of this system in the lattice 
L = (2A~o)'% • "- • (2A~)"% 
ordered by inclusion (where i0 ,..., ik is an ordering of I) always exists. A set U _C A~ 
is equational (with respect o A) if and only if it is the component of a solution in L 
of a system of equations. 
In the special case when A ---- Wr, we are able to state the following important 
theorem. 
THEOREM 9. A set U C_ (Wr)i ,  some i ~ I, is recognizable if and only if it is equa- 
tional with respect o Wr .  
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EXAMPLE 9. Given the alphabet 12 of Example 4, consider the following equational 
system 6~ of m ~ {2, 6} equations. 
Xz = {h, * xFxe , * xcxe}; 
xe = {a}; 
x,4 -~ (a}; 
xn = {b}; 
Xc - -  {+ XAxD, + XAX~}; 
XO = {+ XcX~}; 
x~ = {+ xAx~); 
xc = {+ xAx~}. 
Note the close resemblance of this system to the grammar G of Example 6(a). Famili- 
arity with [16] will in fact make it obvious that the component of the solution corre- 
sponding to Xz is L(G). 
We can also prove the following interesting fact. Suppose A is a Z-algebra nd 
C C_ A i ,  some i e I. Then C is equational with respect o A if C is the homomorphie 
image of a recognizable set in (Wr) i . 
As a culmination of our work so far, we can state the following very important 
theorem. It shows the "naturalness" of the mathematical constructs we have so far 
discussed. 
THEOREM 10. Let S, be a finite 
languages over zU are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
many-sorted alphabet. The following classes of 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
the class of recognizable sets; 
the class of languages generated by regular grammars; 
the class of regular sets; 
the class of sets equational with respect o W~. 
A consequence of Theorems 8 and 9. 
7. CONTEXT FREE SETS 
The motivation for the study of these sets and the grammars which generate them 
was to generalize context free sets from strings to terms and to see if these sets could be 
used to characterize the derivation trees of indexed sets of strings in some way. 
Rounds [18] independently defined similar structures (although only for the case of 
a nonsorted alphabet) as a result of his work on mappings, translations, and trans- 
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formations on terms. This independent confirmation indicates that we are in fact on 
the right tracks in obtaining our generalization. We begin our study with some 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let 
I = {0, 1}, I2<a,0 >= {A}, Q<a,l> = {a}, 
12<10,0> = {*), Q<n.a> = {+),  N<a,0> = {Z}, N<a,a > = {B}. 
P = {z  --, 9 z 9 B(a)a, B(x) B (+ xx), B(x) + xx}. 
Then G = (g2, N t.) g2, P, Z )  generates the language L(G) = {, aA, 9 + aaA, 
9 + + aa + aaA, etc.}. 
EXAMPLE 11. Consider the ranked alphabet g2' where ~20 = {a} and ~22 = {f}. 
Then the grammar G = (I2, 27, P, Z) ,  with N o = {Z}, N 1 = {B} and 
P ~- {Z --+ B(a); B(x) --+ B(fxx); B(x) --+fxx} 
is obviously context free. L(G) is the set {faa, ffaafaa, fffaafaaffaafaa, etc.}; that is, 
L(G) is the set of balanced binary trees on the letters f and a where the leaves of the 
tree are only labeled by a and the internal nodes only by f. Note the resemblance of 
this grammar to that of the example above. 
Note that in the definition of derivation given in Section 2, productions could be 
applied to nonterminals anywhere in the term. This corresponds to "unrestricted 
derivation" in the grammars for context free sets of strings. Analogous to the string 
case, we have a concept of "leftmost derivation" for term grammars. 
More precisely, given t ~ l~zz, F ~ N is said to be at top level in t if it is not part of 
the argument list of any H ~ N. An outside-in (01) or top-down derivation is one in 
which rules are applied only to top level elements of N. An outside-in derivations for 
terms grammars thus corresponds to a left-most derivation for string grammars. We 
can now generalize a very important heorem of conventional theory to obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Lot(G ) ~- Lu.t(G )for any context free grammar G, where Lo1(G) and 
Lu.r(G ) are the languages generated using only outside-in derivations and unrestricted 
derivations, respectively. 
Proof. The proof depends on the following "parallel derivation lemma" which is 
an easy generalization of Fischer's "parallel derivation lemma" for outside-in macro- 
grammars [8]: 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (g2, S, P, Z) be a context free term grammar, t ~ (Ws), such 
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that t *~ s, s 9 (Wa), ,  in p steps. Let t o .... , tk_ x <~ t such that (t o .... , tk-1) 9 (Wz)  w and 
r 9 Wz(Xw) ,  such that r[t o ..... tk_,] = t. Then there exists a term t' 9 Wa(Xw) e and 
nonnegative integers Px and p~ such that r *~ t' in Pl steps, t'[t o ..... tk-1] ~ s in p~ steps, 
and Pl + P2 : -  P" 
Now to prove the theorem. It is obvious that Lot(G) C_ Lu,~(G ). Suppose to ~ ~ U~r  $ '  
s 9 (Wa)~, e 6 I. (Note we have used the notation =~u~r to indicate that the mode of 
derivation is unrestricted and the length of it is p steps). We use induction on p to 
show that t o *orS .  I fp  = 0, there is nothing to prove. I fp  > 0, t o ~,~ t 1 =~ls ,  
where t o =~ t a by the rule F(x  o ,..., x~_l)--* v in P. Let F({0,...,}~_I) be the subterm 
of t o which is rewritten and let t x' be the result of replacing that occurrence of 
F(xio ,..., xi~_i) in t o by x I 9 Xi where F 9 N<w,~>. By the induction hypothesis t 1' =~o/t' 
and t'[v[xi o ,..., xi~_l] ] *~ o1 s. Now t '[F(xi o ,..., xi~_a) ] =~ ~, t'[v[xio ..... xi~-l]] ~ ot s, 
where m is the number of occurrences of x 1 in t'. I f  we then subst i tuteF(x i  o ,..., xi~_~) 
for each occurrence of x~ and putting the above together we get 
t . . m ! . . 
t o = q ' [F(x i  o ,..., x i ,_ l )  ] ~ t [F(x, 0 ..... Xl~n_l) ] ~ t IV[X, 0 .... ' X'n-a]] O1 *:> S. 
Thus L~,~(G) C_ Lot(G) and we are done. To get an exact analogy with the con- 
ventional theory, we should now prove that the class of languages generated by using 
unrestricted erivations is exactly the class generated by inside-out ( I0 )  derivations, 
where I0  means that no production is applied to a nonterminal which has any non- 
terminal appearing in any of its arguments. This would correspond in the conventional 
ease to the equivalence of unrestricted and rightmost derivation modes. That such 
a theorem cannot be proved for term grammars in general is due to the fact that terms 
are not symmetrical in the same sense that strings (or unary terms) are. The class of lO  
term grammars is not the same as the class of OI  grammars and deserves tudy on 
its own. 
Let G = (g2, 27, P, S). Then G is said to be in standard form if all derivations are OI  
and every production in P is in one of the following forms. 
(i) F(x  o ,..., x,~_~) ---,. G(Ho(xo .... , Xn_l),... , Hm(x 0 , . . . ,  Xn_l) ) where F ~ N<~.o, 
G  9149  fo r0~<j~<m--  1, andm> 1, n~0;  
(ii) F(x  o ,..., x,_a) --* t where F 9 N<~.o, {x 0 ,..., Xn-1} = X~ , t 9 Wo(X~),  ,
and n ~ 0. 
THEOREM 12. For every O l  grammar G, we can effectively f ind another O l  grammar 
G' in standard form which generates the same language. 
Proof. Let G = (g2, 27, P, Z) .  We will form a sequence of OI  grammars G = 
G ~ Gn,..., G ~ = G'; G j = (g2, XJ, PJ, Z~) for 0 ~ j ~< l, each of which generates 
the same language and each is a step on the way to putting G in standard form, and G' 
is in standard for m. Let G 1 = (~,  271, p1, Z 1) where: 
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(i) X<w.i >x  = X0<w.i> u {Ct l f  e $2<~.i> , l(w) ~ 0}; 
(ii) p1 = po u {C1(x o ..... xn-1) -+f (x  0 . . . .  , Xn--1)IfEO<~.,>, I(W) 0}. 
We now apply one of the following two transformations to obtain G k+z from G k, if 
possible. I f  neither is applicable, G k is in standard form. 
TRANSFORMATION l. IfF(x0 ,..., X,_a) ---~f(t o ,..., tr,-a) is in Pk andf(to .... , t in- l )  r 
l~a(Xw) (where {x o ,..., x~_a) = X~), then replace that production by F(x o .... , X,_l)--~ 
C1(t o .... , tn_a). Then 27 k+a = 2: k. 
TRANSFORMATION 2. If F(x o ,..., Xn-l) --~ G(to .... , t,,_l) is in pk and for some i, 
0 <~ i ~ m -- 1, t i ~ H(x o ,..., xn_~) for any H ~ N k, then replace that production by 
the pair of productions: F(x o ,..., xn-1) --~ G(to ,..., h - l ,  W(xo ,..., Xn-x), h+l ,..., t,,-x) 
Nk+l and W(xo ,..., x~-l) --~ ti where Wr  Nkand W(3"~fk+l''(w,j) i fF~N<wj> . Then = 
N~ u {W}. 
One of the above transformations i  applicable to a grammar if and only if the 
grammar is not in standard form. We can define a finite measure of "nonstandardness" 
which is strictly reduced by each of these transformations. Thus we need only a 
finite number of applications of these transformations to reduce the grammar G to 
standard form. 
We next need to show that L(G k) = L(G ~+1) for 0 ~< h ~< l - -  1. This is obvious 
for k = 0. For k > 0, we prove L(G k) C L(G k+l) by assuming to :>~, t x and using 
induction onp  to show that t o ga*+~ tt 9 
A similar proof shows L(G k+l) C L(G k) and we are done. 
Let G = (~2, Z, P, Z )  be a context free term grammar. Then G is said to be in 
"reduced form" if all derivations are OI and every production in P is in one of the 
following forms. 
(i) G(x o , . . . ,  Xn_l) ~ t where F e N<to,i> and t ~ Wu(X~)i; 
(ii) F(x o ,..., x,_l) -* fxo "" x,_ 1 where F ~ N<~.i> and f~ 12<~.,>. 
We quote, without proof, the following theorem of Rounds. 
THEOREM 13. For every O l  grammar G, we can effectively find another O l  grammar 
G' in reduced form which generates the same language. 
Let G : (.(2, Z', P, Z) .  Then G is said to be in "(Chomsky) normal form" if all 
derivations are 0 I  and every production in G is in one of the following forms. 
(i) F(x o .... , x, - t)  --+ G(Ho(xo ,..., Xn-1),..., Hm-l(xo .... , X,_l) ) whereF~ N<w,i>, 
G ~ N<w'.o, and H~ ~ N<w.%, > for 0 ~< j ~< m -- 1 ; 
(ii) F(x o ,..., xn-1) --~fxq "'" xi~_~ where F ~ N<w.o , f~  D<w,.~> , and xi, E X%, 
fo r0~<j~<k- -  1; 
(iii) F(x o ,..., xn-x) "-* xj for 0 < j ~< n - -  1. 
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We note that productions oftype (i) correspond inthe conventional case to productions 
of the form A --~ BC, those of type (ii) to so-called "terminal productions" and those 
of type (iii) to productions of the form A --+ A where h is the empty string. 
THEOREM 14. For every 01grammar G, we can effectively find another Ol grammar 
G' in normal form which generates the same language. 
Proof. Apply the previous theorem to G and the previous theorem but one to the 
result, 
EXAMPLE 12. Let G -- <g2, 27, P, Z) be the context free grammar of Example 10. 
Then a normal form grammar G' = (Q, 27', P', Z') for L(G) is given by: 
t ! t . ! t t 
(i) No.0> ---- {Z ,L }, Non  > ---- {A', C'}; NO,l> = {B', D'}; and N<10.0> = {S'}; 
(ii) P' -~ {Z' --+ S'(A', L'); Z' ~ S'(C', L'); C' --* B'(A'); S'(x, y) --+ . xy; 
B'(x) --~ B'(D'(x)); B'(x) ~ -r xx; D'(x) --+ + xx; A' --~ a; L' ~ A}. Then 
G' obviously generates L(G). 
THEOREM 15. Suppose L1 and L z are context free languages and a e f2<a.i >, some 
i e L Then 
(i) Ll W L 2 , 
(ii) Ll ",L2, and 
(iii) L*, 
are all context free languages, if they are defined. 
Proof. Exactly analogous to similar results for regular grammars. 
In order to prevent unnecessary duplication, we again quote a theorem of Rounds 
without proof. The interested reader is referred to [17, 18, and 19] for the very inter- 
esting ideas used in the proof. 
THEOREM 16. The class of context free languages i closed under the operation of 
intersection with regular sets. 
And finally we have. 
THEOREM 17. The class of context free languages i closed under the operations of 
projection and inverse projection. 
Proof. Exactly analogous to similar esults for regular sets. 
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8. DERIVED OPERATIONS, COMPLETION OF ALGEBRAS, AND DERIVED ALGEBRAS 
Let 27 be the alphabet of Example 4. Consider the many-sorted L-algebra A. We 
might ask the question: What can we say about the "operations definable from the 
operations of the algebra A by composing them ?" Informally, consider the example of 
an expression e ----- *(+ x lx l ,  xo) over the alphabet L'and generators X (with X 0 = (x0} 
and X 1 = {xl} ). We can define a function, called a "derived operation of the algebra A" 
by v~: A 1 • A o ~ A o by v ia ,  A) = ~( , (+ XlXl, Xo) ) where ~ is the unique homo- 
morphism ~: Wx(X)  --~ A generated by the assignments $(Xo) = A, 6(xl) ---- a. Now 
'" A o • A 1 --~ Ao, defined by v~ (h, a) = consider the function associated with e, v~. 
v,(a, A). How can we distinguish between these two functions ? (This is a problem 
which arises from the fact that A w ---~ A w' when the string w' is just a permutation 
of the string w). 
We do this by introducing the special set of variables of Example 5. Our notation 
will reflect exactly which operation we intend to denote by any expression. We note 
that an expression e in Wx(Xw)i was said to be of type (w, i). For any 27-algebra A, 
we define a "derived operation" v~, of type (w, i) as follows. For all (a 0 ,..., a~_l) ~ A w, 
Ve(a o ,..., an_i) = ~(e) where ~ is the homomorphism ~: Wx(Xw) --+ A generated by 
the assignments ~(xj,~) = a~. for 0 ~ j ~< n -- 1. 
Let J _c I* and X] = {Xw}we J . Consider the new/-sorted alphabet 27 where 
Z(w., > = Wz(Xw) i . We make a 27-algebra into a 27'-algebra by having e ~ 2]~w.i > name 
the operation ve: A w ---> A i as defined above. If K = (w ~I* ] Z~<w.i > =/= 4} C_ J, then 
we call this new algebra "completion" of A and denote it by A(J). Its operations of 
type (w, i), w ~ J, are the derived operations of A of type (w, i). The definition of 
completion also ensures that the operations of A are also operations of ./i(J) because 
o f fE  Z,<w,i > then the operationfA of A is exactly the derived operation v, defined by 
e = f(Xo,wo ,..., X~-l.w,_). If J -- K, we call Yi(K) the "initial" completion of A and 
denote it by A() .  If J = I*, we call A(I*), the "full" completion of A and denote 
it by A. 
Now consider some completion y/(J) of a L-algebra A. Let e ff 27(w.i> name some 
operation Ve: A w -+ A i in A as defined above. Also, let ej ~ X<w,% > for 0 ~< j ~< n -- 1 
(l(w) = n). Then, it is obvious that we can define a derived operation of type (w', i) 
on A as the operation amed by 
We call this operation 
Sub~o.~0""~,-1,w,_l(e). 
8 0 - -.  e~l__l 
(SubXo,wo'"x.-1,w~_i) 
e 0  9  8w_ 1 
composition and denote it by c(w.w',o 9 What can we say about the operations in the 
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completion .4(J) of the algebra A under such operations of composition. It seems 
obvious that it forms a many-sorted algebra closely related to A(J) (or A). 
To clarify this, we have the following definition: Let A be a X-algebra sorted by I 
and A(J) some completion of A. Define Dj(A), the derived algebra of A, with respect 
to J, to be the many-sorted algebra with the following 
(i) Sorting set Dj(I) C I* X I where Dj(I ) = {(w, i) I w E J, i~I}.  
(ii) Operator Domain Dj(X ) where: 
(a) I f f~  X<w.i > , then f~  Dj(X)<a.<,,.i>> 9 That is, f is a nullary of Dj(X) 
of type (h, (w, i)). 
(b) For each w ~ J, l(w) :# O, let 8w j ~ Dj(1)(a,<w,wp>. These operators are 
called "projection" operators. 
(c) For each (w, w', i) e I + • I + • 1 let 
C<w.w" O E Dj(X)<<w.i><w' o>...<w" ,_,).<w" i>> . 
These are the "composition operators." 
(iii) Carrier D~(A) = {Ds(A)(w.i>}o~.o~sx, where each Ds(A)(w.i> is the set of 
derived operations of A of type (w, i). 
(iv) An assignment of operations to Ds(!,) so that C(w.w'.i>: 
Ds(A)<w.i> • Ds(A)<w',wo> • "'" • Ds(A)<w'.w,_l>-+ Ds(A)<w'.i> 
is the operation of composition;f A , for fe  1 is the derived operation amed 
by f  and 8w i E Ds(l)<w.w~> names the operation of projection. 
EXAMPLE 13. The derived algebra D()(Wo) for the algebra Wa of Example 10 is 
obtained as follows. 
(i) D()(I) = {(a, 0), (a, 1), (10, 0), (10, 1), (11, 0), (I1, 1)}. 
(ii) D()(O)<a,<a.o>> = {h}; D( )(~)<a.<a.l>> = {a}; D()(~)<amo,o>> = {8~1o), *}; 
D( )(O)<a.aoa>> -- 1 . - -  {(S(10)}, D()(~Q)<a.<n,o>> = r D()(/2)<a.<na> > ----- 
{,~1,), ~ 8(11) , -}-}. 
(iii) For each (w,w', i )  e I  + •  •  such that w~{10,11}, w'~{a, 10,11}. 
Let D()(~)<<w,i>(W'Wo>...<w',wl_n).(w',i)) = {s 
(iv) Let X o = {Y2.o} and X 1 = {Xl. 1 , x2,1}. Then the set D()(Wa)<a,0> is the 
set (Wa)o; the set D( )(Wa)<a,1 > is the set (Wa)I; the set D( )(Wa)(lO,O> is the 
set Wa({Xl,l , Y2,o})o; the set D()(Wfl)(10,1) i s  the set  Wf2({Xl ,1  , Ye.o})l; the set 
D( )(Wa)(n,o ) is the set Wa({xaa , xz,1})o; and the set D( )(Wa)(na> is the 
set W~({xla , x2.1})1 . 
We denote the derived algebras of A, A( ) by D(A), D()(A), respectively; we denote 
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the derived alphabets of A, A( ) by D(Z), D()(2), respectively; and we denote the 
sorting sets of D(Z), D()(27) by D(I), Dt )(I), respectively. Note that D(A) is an example 
of what P. Hall [12], Cohn [5], et al. call a clone. 
An important point to note immediately is that if A is a Z-algebra sorted by I with 
both Z and I of finite cardinality, then D()(A) is a D( )(Z)-algebra sorted by D()(1) 
with both De )(Z) and D()(I) of finite cardinality. We also remark that each As e A, 
i~1, is also a member of the family of sets Dj(A) and is sorted in Dj(A) by (,~, i). 
9. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
We are now ready to state the main theorems of this paper. They generalize all 
previous concepts of "yield" [4], "frontier" [21], etc., and allow some anomalies 
(to be described in later sections) to be removed from the conventional nd generalized 
theory. 
Let Z be a finite many-sorted alphabet and consider the three algebras Wz, 
D()(Wz), and Wn()tz). We note that Wz is the word algebra over the alphabet Z
(sorted by I), D()(Wz) is the derived algebra of the initial completion of Wz and is 
over the alphabet D()(Z) (sorted by D()(I)), while Wo(>(z) is the word algebra over 
the alphabet Dt )(Z) (sorted by D()(I)). As such, there exists a unique homomorphism. 
YIELD: Wn, )(~) --~ D()(Wz). 
Recall that the set (Wz)~, each i e I, as a set, is also an element of the family of sets 
D()(Wz) of sort (A, i). 
Remark. If .(2 and Z are many-sorted alphabets, both sorted by I, and 12 _C Z', let 
us misuse our notation and denote the set D()(Z) -- N (i.e., the derived alphabet of Z', 
D()(Z'), less the nullaries of D()(Z) which correspond to elements of the alphabet 
N = Z - -  12) by D()(.Q). We will only use this convention i  this context and if this 
convention is not being used, it will be so stated. 
THEOREM 18. Suppose G = (12, Z, P, Z> is a context free grammar and L(G) C_ 
( Wa)~ , some i ~ 1. Then we can affectively find a regular grammar G' = ( D( )(12), D()(~,), 
P', Z') such that L(G) = YIELD(L(G')). 
Proof. Let G be in normal form. G' is defined as follows. 
(i) For each F E N, denote by F' the corresponding symbol in N'. 
(ii) P' is obtained from P as follows. 
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(a) For 
F(xo,wo, , .... x,,_x.w;_l) 
-+  a ( I4o(Xo ,~o. ,  . . . .  X._l.W;_l),..., n~-l(X0.~o" ,..., x.-~.~_3 
in P let F' --~ c<w.w,.i>G'H o' "" H~_ 1 be in P', where F is of type 
(w', i) G is of type <w,i>, and each Hi, 0 ~ j  ~< m -- 1, is of type 
<~o', wj>. 
(b) For 
F(xo.~oo" , .... x,-1,,o~_~) -+ fxj0,~;o "" x~,~.;, 
in P let 
F' -+ C<,o,w,,of3~ ~ ".. 3~., 
be in P' where F is of type (w', i) and f is of type (w,i), w :=- 
Wjo ' "  Wjk 9 
(c) For 
F(Xo.,,, 0' ,..., x,,_1,w;,_~) -~ xj.~/ 
in P letF' --~ 8~, be in P', whereFis of type (w', w~'). 
It is obvious that G' can be easily converted into a regular grammar (only productions 
introduced in (ii)(b) are not of the proper form). This will not be done here in order 
to ease the proof of the theorem. To proceed further, we need the following lemma, 
proved by a simple (but tedious) induction on the length of a derivation. 
LEMMA 4. Given t ie  Wz(Xw)i and S le(Wo(  )(z))<a.i> such that YIELD<a., > 
(Sx) = tl , then t, ~ t 2 (i.e. h ~a t2 in k steps) via the productions Po .... ,P*-~ in P 
if  and only if  s t ~ ,  s~ via the corresponding productions Po', .... P'k-1 of P' and 
YIELD<a.i>(s~) ,= t 2 . (G and G' are assumed to be as in the theorem). 
Assuming our lemma, it is easy to see that Z *~c, t e (Wu)i if and only i fZ'  ~'a" t' 
(IYn~ >(u))<a.,> and YIELD<a.o(t' ) = t. Thus YIELD(L(G')) = L(G). 
As a partial converse, we have the following. 
THEOREM 19. Let G = (D~ )(12), Dt )(27), P, Z )  be a regular grammar such that 
L(G) C_ (WD( ~ta))<a.i> for some i ~ I. Then we can effectively find a context fiee grammar 
G' = (g2, X, P', Z ' )  such that YIELD<~.o(L(G)) -- L(G'). 
Proof. Let G be as given. We obtain G' as follows. 
(i) For each F e N, denote by F' the corresponding symbol in N'; 
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(ii) For each production F --+ t in P, let F'(xo. % .... , x,_x..,_a) --~ YIELD<w.~>(t) 
be in P' where F is of type (~, (w, j))  and X~ = {x0. % ..... x,,_l.w,,_x}. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that in the previous theorem. 
EXAMPLE 14. Let G' = (12, X', P', Z') be the normal form grammar of Example 
12. Then we obtain the regular grammar G = (D()(O), D()(X'), P, Z)  as follows. 
(i) D()(X') is a many-sorted alphabet sorted by D()(1)= {(~,0), <A, 1), 
(1,0), <1, 1), ( 10, 0), (10, 1), (11, 0), (11, 1)} in which D( )(X')<a.<a.o>> = 
{h, Z,L}; D( )(Xt)<h,<a,l>> : {a, A, C}; D( )(X')<a.<1.o>> = r D()(27)<a.<aa> > = 
{3~1) , B, D}; D( )(Z)<a.<lo.o>> {3~xo), *, S}; D()( )<a.<,o.x>> {3~10)}; 
D( )(X')<a.<u.o>> = r D( )(S')<.~.<ll.1)> "-- {3~11) , 3(111 ,2  +}; and 
D( )(X')< <,o,i><,,,,,Oo>...<w,.,o,_p.<,~,.o > = c<,o.w'.i> 
for each (w, w', i) 9 I* X I* X I such that w 9 { I, 10, 11} and w' 9 {;L 1,10,1 l}. 
D()(12) is of course D(}(27') less Z, L, A, B, C, D. (ii) 
(iii) P is: (1) Z --+ C<,o.a.o>SAL; 
(2) Z-~ C<lo.a.o>SCL; 
(3) C - -~  C<l.a,l>BA; 
1 2 . (4) S -~- s * 3(lO) 3(lO1, 
(5) B-~ c<ma>BD; 
(6) B - ,  C<11.1.1> "31- 3~1 , 3~11; 
(7) D - ,  c<1,.,.1> + 8~1~ 3~,,; 
(8) A ~ a; 
(9) L ~ ,L 
An example of a derivation is: 
Z => c<lo.a.o>SCL (by rule (2)) 
G 
1 
::~ C(10,M0)s * 3(10) G 
1 
=> C<a0,a,0>C(10.X0,O ) * 3(1o) G 
1 
C<10.h.0>C(10.10.0 ) $ 8(10) G 
1 
~', C<10.a.0>C<10.10.0> * 8(10) 
8(~ao) CL (by rule (4)) 
3~10)C<1.,~.1> BAL (by rule (3)) 
3(210)s -31-- 3~1 ) 3~1 ) AL (by rule (6)) 
1 1 
3(2xo)c<l.a.l>c<n.l,l> + 3(1 ) 3(a )a;~ (by rules (8) and (9)). 
If we call the result of the above derivation t, then obviously YIELD(t):= 
, + aoA 9 
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The previous theorem is but a partial converse of the previous theorem but one 
because we have not yet assigned any meaning to the images under YIELD of 
recognizable s ts of sort (w, i), where w =/= A. If U is a recognizable s t of sort (w, i), 
then it is the preimage under YIELD of derived operations of type (w, i) over the 
algebra Wo. Consider the many-sorted alphabet O u Yw (where the elements of Yw 
are now considered to be nullaries of the alphabet). Then it is fairly obvious that can we 
define the image of U under YIELD to be a context free set of sort i over the alphabet 
As a result of the above observations, we define such sets (either context free sets 
over an augmented alphabet O u Yw, w r I*, or the images under YIELD of recog- 
nizable sets in (WD()(u))i) as context flee sets of derived operations of type (w, i) over 
the alphabet Q. (The previous two theorems apply to the special case of this definition 
when w = A). 
We can now state the following "equivalence," the main theorem of this paper, as 
a consequence of the above discussion and the two previous theorems. 
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. Let X D 0 be a many-sorted alphabet. Then, given a 
context free language L of type (w, i), we can effectively find a recognizable language L', 
of sort (w, i), over the alphabet D()(O) such that YIELD(L') -= L and conversely. 
10. SUBSTITUTION, HOMOMORPHISM, AND INVERSE HOMOMORPHISM 
Let us recall the definition of a-complex product given above, a ~ X<a.o, X a many- 
sorted alphabet. Motivated by the definition given in the last section, of a context free 
language of type (w, i), we subsume this definition in the following generalization: 
Let L 1 and L 2 be any languages over the alphabet 2; and let f~  X<w.i > . Then, if L 2 C 
Wz(Xw)~, L 1 9 ILa is defined and is the set obtained by substituting some, not neces- 
sarily the same, element ofL 2 for each occurrence o f f  in an element ofL 1 . Similarly, 
thef-Kleene closure of a languageL _C Wz(Xw)~ , f~  2;<w.i>, is the set 
L*I = l ~=1 V~ V~ {fX~176 "'" x"-a'w"-l} 
for X w = {Xo.wo .... , Xn_l,Wn_t } and V n+x = V n w L "I V~ I" 
We have been purposely inprecise in our definitions as the intuitive notion is clear 
while a technical definition would be long, tedious, and much less suggestive. The 
interested reader can provide his own precise definition as an exercise. 
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We can now state a generalization of a classical theorem of conventional theory, 
the so-called "Substitution Theorem." 
THEOREM 20 (Substitution). Suppose that L is a context free language over s C_ S, 
and that to each f ~ s there corresponds a context free language L I of the same type as f. 
Then if we substitute each L s for each appearance o f f  in terms of L (in the obvious way), 
the resulting language L' is context free. 
Proof. Consider the languages L /over  the alphabet D()(s corresponding to the 
languages Lj .  Then by a simple generalization f Theorem 7 (allowing simultaneous 
substitution), the language L 1' which results by simultaneously replacing in L 1 each 
f 6 D()(9) by L / i s  regular (where L1 is the recognizable anguage over D()(s which 
corresponds to L over s It is obvious that YIELD(Lx' ) = L' and we are done by 
invoking the Fundamental theorem. 
Let s and A be string alphabets. A homomorphism ~: s --~ A* is defined as the 
map generated by the assignments: 
(i) ~(a) = ~; 
(ii) For a e s ~(a) = w e A*. 
,~ extends toq~ by the definition: For w ~ s w = w0"" W,_l, q~(w) = ~(w0) .-. ~(w,_l). 
How can we generalize this concept to terms ?The clue we need is given by the fact 
that, in a number of places, the above map 9g is referred to as "homomorphism with 
respect to concatenation." We have seen earlier that concatenation is a special example 
of the more general operation of composition. This would suggest that, for two many- 
sorted alphabets s and A, both sorted by I and both having the same types of operations 
(i.e., s = ~ if and only if d <w.~> = q~), we define the map q~: D()(Wu) ~ D()(W,~) 
as a homomorphism (with respect to composition) generated by the assignments: 
(i) ~<~o.~?(6j) = 3,j for all 6wJ in s That is, q~ preserves projection operators; 
(ii) For f~ E2<w,o , f  va ~,o j for any ~,o i in s q~<w,o(f) = ul ~ W~(X~)i. That is, 
f~  s of type (A, (w, i)), is mapped into a derived term of type (w, i~. 
extends to ~ by the following definition: For t~D()(W~)<~,,~>, t =fi0 "'" t,-x 
fo r f~ D()(s and t~ E W~(X~,)~, (0 ~ j ~ n -- 1), q~<~',i>(t) = 
~<~" o(fto"" t,_li -" ~<w.i>(f)[qg<w, %>(t0),... ,~<~,.w._l>(t._l)]. 
It is a classical theorem of conventional theory that if s A are string alphabets, 
~: s ~ A* a homomorphism, and U C s V _C A* are context free sets, then 
4(U) is a context free set and so is ~-I(V). (Note that we have extended 4g from terms 
to sets in the obvious way). Motivated by this, we have the following. 
THEOREM 21. Let s A be many-sorted alphabets as described above, ~: D()(W~) --+ 
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D()(W,a) a homomorphism, and U C_ (Wo), some context free set of sort i. Then ~(U) is 
context free. 
Proof. Suppose U = L(G) where G = (~, 27, P, Z)  is a normal form grammar 
Then let G' = (A, N u A, P', Z)  be the grammar obtained by replacing all terminal 
productions in P of the form F(x o ,..., xn-1)~,fxq "" xik_l by the production 
F(xo .... , x,-1)--~ vt[xq ..... x~k_l ] in P', where v I = 4( f ) .  It is obvious that G' is a 
context free grammar. Also note that there is a one-one correspondence b tween 
productions in P and in P'. We complete the proof by showing that ~(U) = L(G') by 
an inductive argument on the length of derivations. This part of the proof is left as an 
exercise for the interested reader. 
Unfortunately, the converse of this theorem, the closure of the class of context free 
sets under the operation of inverse homomorphism (~-i is called an inverse homo- 
morphism) is not immediately obvious. On the other hand, it seems likely that it 
should be true. If it were, then the class of context free term languages would have 
properties analogous to a full "abstract family of languages" (AFL). A full AFL over 
a finite string alphabet is a class of languages closed under the operations of union, 
complex product, Kleene closure, intersection with regular sets, homomorphisrn a d 
inverse homomorphism. 
11. YmLD THEOREMS 
As an immediate consequence of our Fundamental Theorem, we can state the 
following. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a context free language over the string alphabet ~2 and R($2) 
the unary ranked alphabet corresponding to it (see Example 7). Then, if ~ C_ Z (and thus 
R(g2) C R(I)), there exists a recognizable s t U C (WD( )(R(~)))0 such that YIELD(U) 
~bo(L). I f  L does not contain the empty string, then there also exists a recognizable set 
U' ___ (WD~)~R~a)))l such that YIELD(U') ~- {wx 1 w EL and x ~ X1}. 
Proof. The first part of the corollary is immediately obvious from the Fundamental 
Theorem. U is a set of terms over the alphabet t2 of Example 4 plus the nullaries 
3~0 ) and 3~1 ) . As for the second part, this is easy enough to see if we observe that 
D~ )(WR~a))o = {Suba~(t) ] t E D~ )(WR~a))I}. That is, elements of sort 1 are just the 
elements of sort 0 with the A replaced by the generator x.
Previous yield theorems in [4, 19] have really been about this latter part of our 
corollary. This is why there was the anomaly of not being able to deal with languages 
which contained the empty string. The converse of the above result is easy to formalute 
and will be omitted here. 
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We proceed by defining an indexed grammar G as a 5-tuple (12, Z', P, F, Z)  where: 
(i) N = 27 -- 12 is a set of "nonterminal symbols;" 
(ii) 12 is a finite set of terminal symbols; 
(iii) P is a finite set of "productions" of the form A --~ ~ where A e N and 
~ (NF* u T)*; 
(iv) F is a finite set of "flags" where a f lagf~F is a finite set of ordered pairs, 
or "index productions," each of which is of the form B ---* fl where B E N, 
/3 e27"; 
(v) Z is the axiom. 
For a fuller discussion of this concept and the languages generated by such gram- 
mars, the reader is referred to [1]. We confine ourselves to stating, without proof, the 
following. 
THEOREM 22. Given an indexed grammar G = (12, Z, P, F, Z), we can effectively 
find a context free term grammar G '= (12', Z', P', Z') such that $~(L(G))= 
YIELD(L(G')). The converse result also holds. 12' is of course the alphabet of Example 4 
augmented by the nullaries 8~o ~ and 3~x ) (as in the corollary to the Fundamental Theorem). 
An immediate consequence of the above theorem and the Fundamental Theorem 
is the following. 
THEOREM 23. Suppose 12 is a string alphabet and G = (12, Z, P,F, Z)  is an 
indexed grammar over 12. Then we can effectively find a regular grammar G' = 
<D( )(D()(R(12))), 27', P', Z'> over the alphabet D( )(D( )(R(12))) such that ~bn(L(G)) = 
YIELD(YIELD(L(G')). (Note that we have used the name YIELD for both the homo- 
morphism YIELD: WD( >(D()(R(~))) -* D( )(WD~ )(R(o)))) and the homomorphism 
YIELD: WDc )~R~o)) --* D~ )(WR~o))). The converse result also holds. 
EXAMPLE 15. Consider the string language L = (a 2" I n ~> 0}. This is well known 
to be an indexed language. Example 10 gives us a grammar for a languageL' such that 
~b(L) = YIELD(L'). In Example 11, we found a recognizable anguage L" such that 
L' = YIELD(L"). Putting those two steps together we find that ~b{a2" [ n >~ 0} = 
YIELD(YIELD(L")). That is L, an indexed language, is a homomorphic mage of the 
recognizable anguage L". (Strictly, it is ~b(L) that is the homomorphic mage). 
We remark that this is a very important result as it has "reduced" avery complicated 
class of languages to a much simpler class of languages (albeit over a more complicated 
alphabet). Put another way, we have characterized the "derivation trees of the deriva- 
tion trees" of indexed languages as recognizable sets. 
Remark. We point out again that none of the the theorems above make an exception 
of string languages which contain the empty string. 
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12. CONCLUSION 
We sum up the results achieved so far in the following illustration. 
~2(or R(32)) D()(R(~2)) D( )(D()(R(32))) 
Regular Regular Regular 
Context free Context free 
Indexed 
32 is of course a string alphabet, he arrows represent "equivalence via the YIELD 
operation," and the strict inclusion signs are meant o indicate the strict inclusion of 
one class of languages in another. 
Consider the following context free grammar G = (D( )(D( )(R(32))), X, P, Z), 
where 32 is the string alphabet {a}. 
(i) D( )(D()(R(32))) is of course, the alphabet described in Example 14; 
(ii) N<a,o> = {Z}and N<1,1,1 >: {E}; 
(iii) P is: (a) Z ~ s * C<11.1.1) -~ aaA; 
(b) g ~ C<1o.lo.o> * C<l.t.,E(Cm.l.l> + 8~1; 8~1~) a;~; 
(c) E(x) -+ E(C<l,l,l>XX); 
(d) E(x) --~ c<laa>xx 
where, of course, x e X<m > . 
Then L' = YIELD(L(G)) is an indexed term language of type <h, 0) over D()(R(g2)). 
Then L" = YIELD(L') is an indexed string language (via the equivalence Ca) over 
~. But it can be seen that L" = {a 2:1 n ~ 0} which is known to be a language which 
is not indexed. 
This suggests hat he illustration above can be extended to give an infinite hierarchy 
of string (or term) languages all of which are homomorphie mages of a recognizable 
set over the appropriate alphabet. This result will hopefully be a great boon for the 
efficient and systematic design of programming languages. Whether it is of relevance 
to the study of natural languages i not immediately clear. 
Another important point to note is that the Fundamental Theorem (and extensions 
of it) suggest a grammar independent definition of formal anguages. This has always 
been the case for recognizable anguages which were defined as the union of classes 
of a finite congruence. This in fact is the reason why the process of generalization from 
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the conventional to the generalized and many-sorted cases was in a sense so obvious 
and elementary. 
The definition that immediately suggests itself is: Let ~2 _C_C 27 be a many-sorted 
alphabet. Recognizable sets over ~2 are the unions of classes of a finite congruence 
over Wa.  Context free sets over ~2 are the homomorphic images (under Y IELD)  of 
unions of classes of a finite congruence over WDc )ta). Indexed sets over ~2 are the homo- 
morphic images (under Y IELD 9 Y IELD)  of unions of classes of a finite congruence 
over WDr )(D~ ~(a)) 9 And so on. 
We conclude by noting that a lot of work still needs to be done in this area: the open 
problem of the closure of the class of context free sets under inverse homomorphism, 
the study of the suggested hierarchy, applications to programming language design, 
to name just a few. 
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